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Thomas Bausch

The term ‚budget‘ often appears in 

conjunction with travel and tourism. 

An analysis of the literature on it 

shows that there is no clear definition 

of the term and that it is used in widely 

different contexts. What all usages of 

the term ‚budget‘ have in common is 

the reference to low-cost travel. For 

the German market, this article shows 

the funds available for trips and analy-

ses expenditures during holiday trips. 

Based on the bottom quartiles of ex-

penditures on holiday trips, holiday 

trips per person and holiday per day 

per person, a definition of budget ho-

liday trips is given. A closer observati-

on of this group, which without inclu-

ding visits to family or friends makes 

up 12.9 percent of all holiday trips, 

shows that it is by no means only 

households from low-income groups 

who go on budget holidays. On the 

contrary, it is above all families and 

groups who choose destinations not 

too far away, in particular the North 

Sea and the Baltic while operators of-

fering package tours with air travel to 

southern countries scarcely figure in 

this group, despite their large expendi-

ture on advertising. 

Table 1: Average monthly income Unit 
Size of household (households with 

people) and revenue as well as expenses 
of private households in Germany in 2014

Unit
Size of household (households with…people)

1 2 3 4 or more total

Households (extrapolated) million 15,3 12,8 4,3 4,2 36,6

Households (extrapolated in %)  % 41,8% 35,0% 11,7% 11,5% 100,0%

 

Household gross income Euro 2.497 4.559 5.873 6.705 4.101

Household net income Euro 1.913 3.544 4.406 5.113 3.147

Disposable income and earnings Euro 1.955 3.605 4.497 5.215 3.208

Private consumption spending Euro 1.519 2.692 3.151 3.720 2.375

Of which on leisure activities, 
entertainment and culture

Euro 157 285 319 392 248

Other expenses
(in particular on acquisition of 
personal assets/real estate)

Euro 1.025 1.966 2.109 2.646 1.669

Source: Federal 
Statistical Office 
(2016), data on 
income, consumpti-
on, living 
conditions; basis for 
current sample 
surveys (LWRs), 
specialized series 
15.
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Budget tourism in  
scientific literature

The term ‚budget traveller‘ first appe-

ared in only a few publications, which 

deal with the travels, motivation and 

behaviour of ‚backpackers‘ (Cohen 

1972, Riley 1988, Loker-Murphy and 

Pearse 1995, Elsrud 2001). They are 

less concerned with the economic 

than with the sociological aspects of 

the trips undertaken by this group. In 

the 1990s the perspective shifted 

from the demand side to the supply 

side. First, new business models in 

the hotel industry, in connection 

with budget hotels, were discussed 

(Roper and Carmouche 1989, Fioren-

tino 1995). As liberalization of the air 

traffic sector continued, the airline 

industry also became a subject for re-

search, the first point of discussion 

being the impact on the market 

(Dresner et al. 1996; Barrett 1997). 

Later, a number of authors con-

cerned themselves with marketing 

issues (Mason 2001) or customer 

satisfaction. Further studies analyze 

the economic effects of low-cost 

flights (Rey et al. 2001).

Dwyer et al. (2000) consider the 

question of consumers’ price sensiti-

vity when choosing their destination. 

A deeper analysis of price models for 

package holidays in the German and 

UK tour operating industries is also 

discussed (P.M. Aguiló et al. 2001, E. 

Aguiló et al. 2003). Finally, a few au-

thors consider the question of which 

forms of tourism are responsible for 

only very small added value in the 

destination regions. Akkemik (2012) 

shows the small overall economic 

contribution of low-cost package ho-

lidays to Turkey, while Larson et al. 

(2003), taking as an example cruise 

line passengers in Norway and their 

very low expenditures when they go 

on land, consider the question of 

whether cruise line passengers per se 

should also be classified as budget 

tourists.

In conclusion, it can be said that 

there is no clear definition of the 

terms ‚budget tourism‘ and ‚budget 

tourist‘. There is only a basic con-

sensus that we are talking about tra-

vellers whose expenditures during a 

trip are below average and who the-

refore are very open to offers from 

so-called budget or low-cost tour ope-

rators. Moreover, it seems outdated 

and inadequate nowadays to equate 

budget tourists with backpackers.

Source: Federal 
Statistical Office 
(2016), data on 
income, consumpti-
on, living 
conditions; basis for 
current sample 
surveys (LWRs), 
specialized series 
15.

Table 2: Average monthly income and 
revenue as well as expenses of private 

households in Germany in 2014
Einheit

Household net income brackets

Less than  
1.300 EUR

1.300 EUR 
to

 1.700 EUR

1.700 EUR 
to

 2.600 EUR

2.600 EUR 
to

 3.600 EUR

3.600 EUR 
to

 5.000 EUR

5.000 EUR 
to

 18.000 EUR

Households (extrapolated) million 6,7 3,6 7,6 6,8 6,0 6,0

Households (extrapolated in %)  18,2% 9,7% 20,8% 18,6% 16,4% 16,4%

 

Household gross income Euro 1.063 1.793 2.661 3.902 5.589 9.392

Household net income Euro 904 1.501 2.133 3.061 4.246 6.886

Disposable income and earnings Euro 922 1.528 2.167 3.135 4.333 7.008

Private consumption spending Euro 974 1.364 1.807 2.480 3.110 4.393

Of which on leisure activities, 
entertainment and culture

Euro 80 123 180 252 326 510

Other expenses
(in particular on acquisition of 
personal assets/real estate)

Euro 321 425 812 1.415 2.470 4.470
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Budget customers between the 
pleasure of saving and  
the need to save 

Low-cost airlines, budget hotels, 

all-inclusive travel offers: in the travel 

industry an offer segment has de-

veloped with a sales strategy focusing 

primarily on low prices. The accom-

panying products are the result of bu-

siness models based on low producti-

on costs through a high degree of 

standardization, and thus a low level 

of individual service. They thus fol-

low the example of the discounters in 

the food industry and address custo-

mers for whom low prices are the 

main sales argument. In 2015, almost 

70 percent of all Germans had shop-

ped at least once at Aldi within a six-

month period, and 57% at Lidl. Almost 

half (48%) uses discount coupons or 

discount vouchers at least once a 

month (Statista 2016). Shopping 

around for special offers has become 

a habit for a good quarter of the Ger-

mans (27.6%). They always or mostly 

(“always applies”, “applies”) shop 

around for special offers before 

buying a product.

There are basically two reasons 

for this: one is the pleasure of saving 

money and getting a bargain, the 

other, however, is the need to do so 

because they have only very limited 

financial means. A good sixth of the 

German population (16.7%) are classi-

fied as in danger of falling into pover-

ty (BMAS 2016). This means that this 

section of the population looks out 

for and is dependent on low-cost of-

fers. On the other hand, the large 

numbers of discounter customers 

and discount coupon users in the po-

pulation show that the financially 

better-off classes of the population 

also like benefiting from favourable 

prices. The hybrid customers who 

move to and fro between saving and 

high-quality consumer goods are no 

exception, but rather the rule.

The money that many German 

households have left over to spend on 

holiday trips is very limited (cf. Table 

1). Taking all households, the average 

monthly sum available for spending 

on leisure activities (including holi-

day trips), entertainment and culture 

is 248 euros, in one-person house-

holds the figure is only 157 euros.

If, moreover, we look at the distri-

bution of income and the concomit-

ant net household incomes (cf. Table 

2) we see that more than one fifth of 

households (20.5%) have less than 

€1,300 net per month at their dispo-

sal. Such households spend an avera-

ge of only €80 per month on leisure 

activities, entertainment and culture. 

More than half of all households have 

less than €2,600 monthly disposable 

income. Of this, considerably more 

than 40 percent goes on rent and 

energy. This leaves on average €131 for 

leisure activities, entertainment and 

culture, including holiday trips, for 

the entire household and its mem-

bers. Only a small percentage of soci-

ety (16.4%) have a net disposable inco-

me of more than €5,000 (on average, 

€6,886), of which they can spend 

more than 10 percent, or €510 on 

average, on leisure activities and ho-

liday trips. This illustrates the fact 

that, for many people in Germany, 

being careful how much they spend 

on holidays is less a hobby than a 

necessity.

The analysis of disposable inco-

mes also explains why economic rea-

sons also result in certain sections of 

Table 3: Travel expenditure in euro

 Spending on 
Main 

holiday
2nd holiday 3rd holiday 4th + holiday

Bottom 
quartile

Trip 960 600 500 400

Trip per person 500 375 300 250

Trip per person and day 43 43 39 32

Median

Trip 1.500 1.000 826 700

Trip per person 800 600 500 425

Trip per person and day 67 70 63 54

Mean value
(arithmetic 
mean)

Trip 1.945 1.332 1.092 891

Trip per person 1.029 737 599 568

Trip per person and day 81 83 75 76

Table 4:  Time of Travel, Holiday Trips
Time of Travel Budget travellers Other  

holidaymakers

January-March 5,60% 8,30%

April-June 22,20% 30,30%

July-September 62,60% 48,50%

October-December 9,50% 13,00%

Budget-Tourismus
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the population not going on trips. In 

the following, only holiday trips will 

be looked at. Holiday trips are all trips 

lasting five days or more. It will there-

fore be very difficult to increase the 

holiday intensity, meaning that 

percentage of the population who 

went on at least one holiday trip (in 

2015 the figure was 77.0%), without a 

noticeable improvement in the inco-

me situation in the lower income 

groups. Nor is it surprising that a cle-

ar majority of those who go on at least 

one trip go on only one trip per year 

(76.8%), and of this group only a small 

section (30.1%) treat themselves to 

one or more short trips (2-4 days’ 

duration) in addition to their main 

holiday trip.  

Budget trips in the German 
holiday market

As part of the annual travel analysis 

(cf. www.fur.de) between 7,600 and 

7,800 German speakers with their 

main residence in Germany are inter-

viewed about the holiday trips they 

went on the previous calendar year. 

The 2016 travel analysis examined for 

example the destinations, organisati-

on, length of stay, number and com-

position of the fellow travellers as 

well as expenditure on the holiday 

trips. Expenditures cover all the diffe-

rent service modules, meaning the to-

tal costs of the holiday trip: the jour-

ney out and journey back, the cost of 

services booked in advance as well as 

all additional spending at the holiday 

destination. This data allows a diffe-

rentiated analysis of spending beha-

viour in the German holiday travel 

market. In the following, the term 

‚budget traveller‘ means holiday tra-

vellers in the still to be defined bud-

get sector.

First of all a definition of budget 

holiday trips (BUR) should be created. 

Table 5: Percentage of budget travellers per travel destination

Travel destination as per map Budget travellers Total market
Budget 
market

Harz region 40,5% 0,5% 1,5%

North-West Germany flat countryside/hilly 38,8% 0,9% 2,6%

Denmark 32,1% 1,4% 3,5%

Benelux countries 29,4% 2,3% 5,3%

Inland of the west coast and east coast 29,1% 1,7% 3,9%

Allgäu / Schwabia 27,8% 1,0% 2,2%

Franconia / Altmühltal 26,1% 0,9% 1,8%

Baltic Coast 24,9% 6,0% 11,7%

East Bavaria 22,6% 1,6% 2,8%

North Sea Coast 22,2% 4,3% 7,5%

East Germany – northern region  
without coast

20,9% 1,2% 1,9%

Large cities and their hinterland 20,2% 3,2% 5,0%

•••

Africa, bordering on the Mediterranean 
(excluding Egypt)

11,9% 0,9% 0,8%

Italy 8,5% 8,2% 5,4%

Turkey 5,2% 7,3% 2,9%

Spain with Mediterranean islands and Canary 
Islands

5,2% 13,1% 5,2%

Greece / Rhodes / Crete / Cyprus / Malta 4,0% 3,6% 1,1%

Domestic 23,0% 28,9% 51,6%

Abroad 8,8% 71,1% 48,4%

All holiday trips 12,9% 100,0% 100,0%

Budget-Tourismus
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To do so, three types of travel expen-

ditures are considered: total expendi-

ture on the holiday trip, expenditure 

per person and, finally, expenditure 

per person per day. Moreover, a dis-

tinction must be made between main 

holiday trips (HUR) and additional 

trips (only one trip = HUR 76.8%), 2nd 

trip 17.3%, 3rd trip 4.0%, 4th and more 

trips 1.7%). The different duration of 

these trips underlines the fact that 

additional consideration of the ex-

penditures per person and day is re-

quired for definition purposes. The 

analysis shows that the average 

length of the main holiday trip is two 

weeks (13.6 days), of the second trip 

just under ten days (9.48 days), while 

the third and any further trips last 

slightly longer than a week (8.4, res-

pectively 8.2 days). Table 3 shows an 

analysis of the distribution of travel 

expenditures. Whereas the table 

shows that under trip expenditure 

and trip expenditure per person the 

figures for lower quartile, median and 

mean value go down continuously, it 

also shows that the second holiday 

trip is the most expensive as regards 

expenditure per person and day.

To define budget holiday trips, in 

the following the bottom quartile will 

be taken. As the percentage of third 

trips and further trips is very low, to 

simplify matters only the main holi-

day trip and the second trip will be 

considered. The following rule ap-

plies:

A main holiday trip is considered 

a budget trip if the total costs are a 

maximum of 960 euros or the costs 

per person a maximum of 500 euros, 

and the costs per person and day on 

no account exceed 43 euros.

A further holiday is considered a 

budget trip if the total costs are a ma-

ximum of 600 euros or the costs per 

person a maximum of 375 euros, and 

the costs per person and day on no ac-

count exceed 43 euros.

Using the quartile as criterion for 

the costs per person and day excludes 

short trips by individual travellers 

which at the same time show an abo-

ve-average daily budget. In the case of 

a five-day main holiday trip by an in-

dividual traveller with travel expendi-

ture of 500 euros, travel expenditure 

per person is also 500 euros and thus 

both values are within the bottom 

quartile. At 100 euros, expenditure 

per person and day is however in the 

top quartile.

Under these rules, 19.9 percent or 

13.8 million of all holiday trips are 

classified as budget trips. For the 

main holiday trip and the second trip, 

the percentage is almost average, 

whereas it rises to a quarter for the 

third trip and, for all further trips, to 

a third. An initial analysis of the thus 

defined BURs according to types of 

holiday shows, not surprisingly, that 

of these noticeably more than one 

quarter were primarily visits to fri-

ends and relations. These holiday 

trips will no longer be considered in 

Budget-Tourismus
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Table 6:  Organization and execution of trip
Organization / journey out /  
accommodation

Budget- 
urlauber

Andere 
Urlauber

Package holidays, modular holidays 23,9% 54,1%

Individual ticket 8,8% 11,6%

Individual accommodation 43,6% 36,5%

Nothing booked in advance 24,2% 5,5%

Car 63,9% 36,2%

Car with caravan, mobile home, minibus 8,5% 3,2%

Airplane 13,5% 45,9%

Hotel 22,6% 59,2%

Holiday flat 25,7% 15,6%

Holiday house 13,2% 6,4%

Camping in tent, caravan, mobile home 17,3% 4,8%



the further analysis as they are orga-

nized outside of the competitive and 

the holiday travel market. Moreover, 

a large number of such trips are holi-

day trips by people with a migration 

background. Countries such as Portu-

gal, Turkey or Greece are heavily 

over-represented compared to the 

overall market. This therefore leaves 

a figure of 8.9 million BURs in the tra-

vel market, which corresponds to 12.9 

percent. A deeper analysis of this 

percentage is given below.

Sociodemographic structure of the 
budget travellers

Budget travellers are on average noti-

ceably younger (63.7% are under 50) 

than the less price-conscious group of 

non-budget travellers (50.1% under 

50). A noticeable higher percentage 

are still at school or in job training 

(budget travellers 15.3%, non-budget 

travellers 10.2%). The number of 

[blue-collar] workers is considerably 

higher (budget travellers 17.1%) com-

pared to non-budget travellers (13.3%). 

Moreover, the percentage of house-

holds with three or more members is 

almost twice as high (budget travel-

lers 62.3%, non-budget travellers 

36.8%). Accordingly, there are consi-

derably more households with child-

ren (budget travellers 47.8%, non-bud-

get travellers 24%). Net household in-

come is on average lower, although 

almost 60% of the budget travellers 

do have a disposable income of bet-

ween 2,000 and 4,000 euros. The hig-

her number of people living in the 

household relativizes this apparently 

good financial situation. The Sinus 

Milieus classification (see Sinus 

Markt- und Sozialforschung GmbH 

(Sinus 2015)) shows slightly higher 

percentages of budget travellers from 

the socioecological milieu, the bour-

geois milieu and the hedonistic mili-

eu. They are noticeably under-repre-

sented in the established conservati-

ve milieu, the liberal intellectual mi-

lieu and in the performer milieu. 

Travel behaviour of the  
budget travellers

The travel behaviour can be divided 

into three types of behaviour: the 

choice of travel time and destination, 

the organization and execution of the 

trip and the number of fellow travel-

lers.

Travel times and travel  
destinations

Almost two thirds of budget travellers 

go on holiday in the peak season bet-

ween July and September (see Table 

4). They travel at a time of year when, 

due to the high demand, travel prices 

everywhere and for all types of trips 

are exceptionally high. They are the-

refore particularly dependent on low-

priced travel destinations and trip ty-

pes. The figures do not bear out the 

assumption that budget travellers 

travel more in the off-peak season in 

order to make excessive use of special 

offers. As almost half of all budget tra-

vellers are children under the age of 

18, it is also clear that for this group 

the main holiday trip must take place 

during the school holidays. As a re-

sult, in fact 72.5 percent of the main 

holiday trips (HUR) of all budget ho-

liday trips are undertaken in the sum-

mer months of July to September. If a 

budget holiday trip is a 2nd, 3rd or 4th 

trip, it is undertaken in the other sea-

sons, the winter season (January to 

March, and December) being the least 
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Table 7: Percentages of budget travellers  
going on classical package tours with flight

Destination  
Percentage on 

package & hotel & 
flight

Of which, budget 
travellers

Spain with Mediterranean islands and the Canary 
Islands

69,5% 5,2%

Turkey 69,0% 5,2%

Greece / Rhodes / Crete / Malta / Cyprus 72,6% 4,0%

Near and Middle East (including Egypt) 72,3% 3,4%

Italy 9,6% 8,5%

Portugal / Madeira / the Azores 56,3% 4,9%

North Africa, Mediterranean (excluding Egypt) 67,2% 11,9%



popular. This could be an indication 

that winter holidays, in particular 

long-distance journeys, but also 

group skiing holidays are financially 

often not representable for budget 

travellers.

The choice of destination is con-

sidered on the basis of the percentage 

of budget travellers to a particular 

destination. No travel destination can 

be classified as a genuine budget des-

tination as the percentage of budget 

travellers is always noticeably less 

than 50 percent. On the other hand, 

percentages noticeably above the 

overall average of 12.9 percent may 

indicate that these destinations are 

seen as being very attractively priced 

as regards total holiday trip expendi-

ture (journey out, accommodation 

and cost of stay). Table 5 (Basis: Daten 

der Reiseanalyse 2016 / Travel Analy-

sis Data 2016) gives a list of geogra-

phically grouped travel destinations 

in descending order as regards the 

percentage of budget travellers to 

them. The list shows clearly that of 

the 16 destinations with a noticeable 

higher percentage of budget travel-

lers (percentage > 20%) only two of 

them are outside Germany: Denmark 

and the Benelux countries. At 51.6%, 

the percentage of budget travellers 

staying in Germany is noticeably hig-

her than the figure for non-budget 

travellers (28.9%). Budget travellers 

tend to avoid the southern European 

countries. This is because of the price 

structure in these countries in the 

summer months. Long-distance trips 

are the absolute exception among 

budget travellers because of financial 

restrictions.

As regards duration of trip, there 

is little difference between budget 

travellers and all other types of travel-

lers. For the former, the percentage 

who go on very long trips, i.e. trips las-

ting three weeks or longer, is slightly 

lower. Likewise almost identical is the 

length of the main holiday trips, the 

emphasis being on two-week trips, 

and for further trips a week to ten 

days.

Travel organization and execution

The high percentage of domestic trips 

and trips to neighbouring countries 

not far away underlines the differen-

ces between budget and other travel-

lers. This means fewer package tours 

and thus fewer organized tours. Ins-

tead, there are more direct bookings 

of accommodation. Instead of hotel 

accommodation, holiday houses and 

holiday flats dominate. The twice as 

high percentage of trips where no-

thing was booked in advance also cor-

responds with the four times as high 

percentage of camping, caravan and 

mobile home trips. The nearness of 

the destinations allows much greater 

use of private cars as means of trans-

port. Air travel on the other hand is 

more the exception, as it means an 

excessive cost increase for families 

with several children. The overall pic-

ture shows that holiday destinations 

offering a wide range of low-cost ho-

liday houses or holiday homes or low-

cost alternatives for a camping holi-

day and which at the same time are 

easy to reach by car have a clear com-

petitive advantage for budget travel-

lers. This explains among other 

things the high market share enjoyed 

by Denmark and the Netherlands. Ta-

ble 6 summarizes the results. 

The intensive advertising by tour 

operators as well as by internet travel 

portals creates the impression that 

classical package tours with flight to 

warm beach and bathing resorts are 

offered at apparently extremely fa-

vourable prices. A typical such adver-

tisement offers holidays per person 

and week “from 399 euros”. One could 

easily assume from this that the 

percentage of budget travellers going 

on package tours with flight (flight + 

accommodation in hotel) is consider-

able. An analysis of the travel analysis 
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Table 8:  Type of holiday trip
 Several answers possible First preference (1 answer)

Type of holiday Budget travellers Other travellers    Budget travellers   Other travellers

Active holiday 17,1% 18,2% 6,7% 6,9%

Adventure holiday 20,0% 25,6% 5,5% 7,2%

Relaxation holiday 37,4% 37,8% 11,7% 12,7%

Nature holiday 29,0% 28,7% 7,4% 8,0%

Beach/sunbathing holiday 38,9% 52,0% 15,7% 28,1%

Family holiday 47,3% 22,9% 35,5% 12,5%



data (cf. Table 7) however shows that 

the percentage is extremely low.

Travelling companions

An analysis of the travelling compa-

nions clearly shows one important 

reason why budget travellers travel 

economically. Almost all of them tra-

vel with companions, just under two 

thirds of them with three or more 

companions. At the same time, the 

percentage of those travelling with 

children is just a little more than one 

third. One can conclude from this 

that the third, fourth, fifth or further 

person is an adult family member 

from the budget traveller’s household 

or circle of friends/acquaintances. For 

trips with flight and hotel accommo-

dation, every additional adult is ano-

ther full payer into the budget. When 

going by private car and staying in a 

holiday flat, a holiday home or cam-

ping, the additional cost per extra 

person is only marginal. And if the 

travelling companions also help 

to finance the holiday by paying 

into the pot, this even reduces 

the costs per participant. 

Mother with children in 

beach chair in Kühlingsborn, 

on the Baltic coast in Mecklen-

burg.

Types of holidays

For budget travellers, the most 

popular of all the different ho-

liday types is a family holiday, 

whereas the other travellers 

name beach/sunbathing holi-

days the most often. Beach/

sunbathing holidays, relaxa-

tion and nature holidays also 

play a particularly big role for 

budget travellers (cf. Table 8). 

If we differentiate between 

the main holiday trip and ad-

ditional holiday trips, the fi-

gures for these categories in-

crease even more, the family 

and relaxation aspects again 

become even more obvious. With the 

additional trips (2nd, 3rd … holiday 

trips) on the other hand, the family 

holiday clearly recedes into the back-

ground. Instead, the categories active 

holiday and adventure holiday increa-

se noticeably in importance.

Conclusions for providers in the 
budget holiday trip market

An average three-person household 

has 319 euros available monthly to 

spend on leisure activities, entertain-

ment and culture; half of all house-

holds in Germany even have notice-

ably less than 180 euros. If these 

households put away two thirds of 

this budget for a holiday trip, a 

three-person household has on aver-

age ca. 2,500 euros, half of all house-

holds have 1,440 euros or less to 

spend on all their holiday trips, i.e. 

short trips as well as holiday trips. 

Sections of these groups moreover 

have no choice but to go on holidays 

during the school holidays, either 

because they have children of school 

age or because of holiday regulations 

at their place of work. For them, the 

only holidays representable are those 

that, due to the choice of a geographi-

cally close destination and being able 

to go there by car, combined with 

low-cost accommodation, cost consi-

derably less than the average prices of 

all the offers. 

The aggressive advertising by 

tour operators in the lower and midd-

le price segments and by providers of 

last-minute offers may create the im-

pression that very cheap package de-

als to the Mediterranean countries 

are available to every consumer at 

any time. This impression does not 

reflect the reality in the main holiday 

season. Search in December 2016 for 

a two-week package deal (flight, hotel 

accommodation in a family room, 

half board) in July 2017 for a family 

with one child (9 years old) on diffe-
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Mother with 
children in beach 
chair in Kühlings-
born, on the Baltic 
coast in Mecklen-
burg.

 Rene Legrand



rent holiday portals and you will find 

hardly any offers of acceptable quali-

ty for less than 2,000 euros. The great 

majority of quality offers, i.e. hotels 

with at least 3 stars and good custo-

mer ratings, cost as a rule considerab-

ly more than 2,500 euros, often even 

more than 4,000 euros.

At the same time, the types of ho-

liday trips and the number of travel-

ling companions show that there are 

not only economic reasons for going 

on budget holidays. Instead, very of-

ten people wish to spend their holi-

days together with their family or fri-

ends, to relax together in a group or 

to undertake things together. As a re-

sult, they choose a type of accommo-

dation that allows individual space 

and togetherness. In this respect, ho-

liday homes, holiday flats or camping 

are very good options. That all of the-

se, especially in Germany, the Nether-

lands and Denmark and when the 

costs are shared among many people, 

can very often even in the peak sea-

son be booked at a reasonable price, is 

an additional advantage.  
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Budget trips and sustainable tourism
A contradiction in terms?

Elias Butzmann

In this article, two phenomena will be 

examined: “budget tourism” and “sus-

tainable tourism”. The central questi-

on is whether budget travellers have 

less affinity for sustainable tourism 

than other holidaymakers do. Moreo-

ver, this question will be analysed 

more closely for different types of ho-

lidays such as “nature-based holi-

days”, “cultural holidays” or “family 

holidays” with the aid of the data from 

the Travel Analysis 2016. In addition, a 

matrix following the “sustainable 

yield” approach will be created in or-

der to compare the different types of 

holiday trips. The result shows that, in 

a holiday context, budget travellers 

have a slightly lower affinity for sus-

tainability. A specific examination of 

the types of holiday trips essentially 

confirms this result. Exceptions to the 

rule are “nature-based holidays” and 

“fun and party holidays”. In the case of 

the former, tourists spend comparati-

vely little but have a high affinity for 

sustainability; in the case of the latter, 

they behave exactly the other way 

round, respectively have the opposite 

attitude. 

Budget holidays and sustainable 
tourism

Developments on the supply and 

the demand side have resulted in 

budget trips becoming more im-

portant, at least they are perceived 

to be so by the public. Offers and 

concepts such as budget hotels, low-

cost carriers or last-minute trips 

specifically target potential holi-

daymakers who are very price-sen-

sitive and/or those who can only 

spend a small percentage of their 

disposable income on holiday trips 

(cf. Bausch 2017: p.8). At first sight, 

independent of this development, 

there is the demand to make tou-

rism sustainable. According to the 

United Nations Environmental Pro-

gramme and the World Tourism Or-

ganization all present and future 

economic, social and ecological ef-

fects, as well as the needs of the tou-

rists, the tourism industry and the 

host communities, should be taken 

into consideration (cf. UNEP/WTO 

2005: 12).1 To lend weight to this de-

mand, the UNWTO has declared the 

year 2017 to be the year of sustain-

able tourism (see UNWTO 2017). 

What, however, is the relationship 

between the “budget tourism” phen-

omenon and the demand for the de-

velopment of sustainable tourism? 

Krippendorf (1982:145) early on con-

sidered price-conscious travelling to 

be the ideal type of hard or mass tou-

rism. Current empirical studies also 

show that travellers’ incomes and 

thus also their holiday expenditures 

correlate with their attitude to en-

vironmentally sustainable tourism to 

the extent that people with a higher 

income act, in a holiday context, in a 

more environmentally sustainable 

1    The CO2 emissions caused by global tourism, 
which make up around 5% of the anthropoge-
nic share, explain by way of example why this is 
necessary (cf. WTO et al. 2008). The contribution 
to global warming by emissions caused by hum-
ans is even estimated to be up to around 12% (cf. 
Gössling et al. 2013). 

View over the lake 
„Königssee“ in the 
national park Berch-
tesgaden 

 Elias Butzmann
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way2 (cf. Dolnicar 2010:728) and peo-

ple who spend more on their holidays 

tend to have a closer affinity with sus-

tainable tourism (cf. FUR 2014: 28). 

Consequently, it can be assumed that 

people who go on a budget holiday at-

tach less importance to sustainability 

aspects. In concrete terms, this article 

shall first address the question of 

whether or not budget travellers have 

less affinity for sustainable tourism 

than other holidaymakers do. Moreo-

ver, it will examine if there are any 

differences between concrete types of 

holidays: which types of holiday have 

a high percentage of budget holidays 

and which of these attract travellers 

who have an above-average positive, 

or below-average negative, attitude to 

sustainable tourism?3 

The 2016 Travel Analysis as  
data basis

To answer these questions, the data 

from the 2016 Travel Analysis (RA) is 

used (cf. FUR 2016). The RA is an an-

nual survey to record the holiday be-

haviour of German-speaking tourists 

who are at least 14 years old and on 

holiday trips of five days or longer. So-

metimes travel expenditures and two 

questions on the travellers’ affinity 

for sustainable tourism are also recor-

ded. The ecological dimension of sus-

tainability is measured by asking the 

question “My holiday should be as 

ecologically friendly, resource-saving 

and environmentally friendly as pos-

sible” and the social dimension by the 

question “My holiday should be as so-

cially acceptable as possible” (i.e. fair 

working conditions for the personnel 

2    In the study by Dolnicar (2010), environmental-
ly sustainable tourism is defined by a total of 15 
rules of behaviour, such as for example the use of 
public transport instead of the car at the holiday 
destination, or buying ecologically friendly pro-
ducts.  

3    At this point it should be pointed out that within 
the scope of this study affinities or attitudes to 
sustainable tourism are examined, and not the 
actual behaviour or ecological footprint of travel-
lers. This needs a separate examination, which 
might lead to deviating results. If, for example, we 
compare the CO2 emissions of a tourist travelling 
from Germany to South Tyrol with those of a tou-
rist from Mexico, the average figure in the first 
case, for the journey out and back, is slightly more 
than 63 kg and, in the second case, around 6,300 
kg or around 100 times more (cf. WWF Germany 
2009:11f).  Despite the very clear difference in 
their carbon footprint, the two tourists may well 
have similar attitudes to sustainable tourism. 

and respect for the local population). 

To answer both questions, the respon-

dents can use a five-point scale ran-

ging from “absolutely” (1) to “does not 

apply at all” (5) to indicate if the state-

ment applies to them or not.

This article, as does Bausch (2017: 

Tourismus Management Passport), 

gives a definition of budget travellers. 

The indicator “Travel expenditure per 

day and person”, which in this article 

is given priority, sets the limit at 43 

euros. People whose expenditures are 

below this are classified as “budget 

travellers” and those with higher ex-

penditures consequently as “other 

holidaymakers”. Moreover, in the fol-

lowing analyses only the main holi-

day trip (HUR) and the 2nd holiday 

trip will be considered. The type of 

holiday trip, which is important for 

the second research question, is re-

corded in the RA by for example as-

king the holidaymakers how they 

would best categorize their holiday 

trip. They can choose between thir-

teen different holiday types such as 

“active holiday”, “nature-based holi-

day” or “cultural holiday”.

Correlation between budget 
tourism and attitude to sustainab-
le tourism in general

In Figures 1 and 2 the correlation bet-

ween the variables “budget travellers” 

and “other travellers” is shown on the 

one hand, and the sustainability indi-

cators on the other hand. The correla-

tion postulated in the first research 

question is essentially confirmed: 

budget travellers display slightly be-

low average agreement when respon-

ding to the question concerning sus-

tainable tourism. For example, 

around 15 percent of the budget tra-

vellers said that the statement “My 

holiday should be as ecologically ac-

ceptable, resource-saving and en-

vironmentally friendly as possible” 

did not apply to them at all, whereas 

only around nine percent of the 

“other holidaymakers” gave the same 

answer. The figures for social accepta-

bleness are twelve, respectively eight 

percent (see Fig. 2). Moreover, it beco-

mes clear that the social dimension of 

sustainable tourism scores higher 

than the ecological one. It must howe-

ver also be emphasised that while the 

differences between “budget travel-

lers” and “other holidaymakers” may 

be significant they are still not very 

marked (Cramer V = 0.081 resp. 

0.063). This suggests that this pheno-

menon should be examined more 

closely. In the following, this will be 

done by analysing the different types 

of holidays. 

The “sustainable yield” of different 
types of holidays

Figure 3 differentiates between the 13 

different types of holidays according 

to expenditure per person per day, 

14,7% 
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1 trifft voll und ganz zu 2 3 4 5 trifft ganz und gar nicht zu 

Mein Urlaub soll möglichst ökologisch verträglich, ressourcenschonend und umweltfreundlich sein 

Andere Urlauber (n = 5780) Budget-Urlauber (n = 1389) 

n = 7169 

Test: Χ²=46,831***; df=4; p<0,001; Cramer-V=0,081            

Quelle: Eigene Berechnungen; Daten: Reiseanalyse 2016: Reisen: HUR und 2. Reise 

Figure 1: 
Correlation 
between budget 
tourism and 
attitude to 
sustainable 
tourism

My holiday should be as ecologically acceptable,  
resource-saving and environmentally friendly as possible

Source: own calculations; data: Travel Analysis 2016: Trips: HUR and 2nd trips

Other holidaymakers (n = 5780) Budget travellers (n = 1389)

does not apply at all absolutely 
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the percentage of budget trips and 

the percentage approval ratings (1 

and 2) with the sustainability indi-

cators. Moreover, the travel volume 

for the different types of holidays is 

reflected in the size of the circles. The 

type of representation is based on the 

observations of the “sustainable 

yield” approach (cf. Becken/Simmons 

2008; Lundie et al. 2007). In addition 

to the economic benefit of a tourism 

product, this approach also attempts 

to measure its ecological added value 

and/or the external costs.

The holiday types with the lowest 

expenditure and the highest percen-

tage of “budget travellers” are “fa-

mily-based holidays” and “visits to fri-

ends/relations”. In the case of the lat-

ter type of holiday, this is no big sur-

prise as expenditure on accommoda-

tion and food at the holiday 

destination is as a rule zero. In the 

case of “family holidays”, the low ex-

penditures are in part explained by 

17,4% 
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9,3% 
8,1% 
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Respektieren der einheimischen Bevölkerung) 
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Figure 2: Correlation between budget trips and the social sustainability dimension

My holiday should be as socially acceptable as possible  
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the larger group size and the higher 

percentage of children in the travel 

groups. At the same time, both ecolo-

gical and social aspects play a compa-

ratively small role in the planning of 

the holiday. In the case of “family ho-

lidays” in particular this appears 

plausible, as there are often so many 

“wishes” to be taken into considerati-

on when planning a holiday with chil-

dren that there is no room left for sus-

tainability considerations. 

The second group of holiday type 

with the second highest share of bud-

get travellers are the “nature-based” 

and “health holidays”. One factor re-

sulting in the lower expenditure figu-

res is the above-average proportion of 

domestic trips, which at around 50 

respectively 60 percent is noticeably 

higher than the average of around 30 

percent. Moreover, these two types of 

holidays tend to be spent in rural 

areas with poor infrastructure where 

price levels are lower. It must also be 

emphasized that – as was to be expec-

ted – holidaymakers on both these ty-

pes of holidays express above-avera-

ge approval of the sustainability 

items. This connection has already 

been recorded in an international and 

national context for nature tourists 

(cf. e.g. Dolnicar/Leisch 2008: 678f.; 

Götz 2009: 147) as well as in the cont-

ext of national park tourism (cf. Butz-

mann/Job 2016). That certain seg-

ments of nature tourism are charac-

terized by low expenditures and at 

the same time a high affinity for sus-

tainability aspects has been described 

for the Berchtesgaden National Park 

(cf. Butzmann 2016). This segment 

applies in particular to mountaineers 

and hikers going from cabin to cabin. 

They often spend several days hiking 

through the national park, therefore 

spend very little money and are very 

committed to upholding the park’s 

environmental protection goals.

The third group, where budget 

trips account for ten to 15 percent, are 

“fun/party” holidays. Tourists in this 

group spend on average around twice 

as much as tourists in the “family ho-

liday” group. At the same time, in no 

other group do sustainability factors 

play such a small role as in this one. 

This corresponds with the results of a 

study on the travel behaviour of the 
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Figure 3: The “sustainable yield” of holiday trips by the German-speaking population, with particular consideration of 
budget tourism 
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Australian population (cf. Dolnicar/

Leisch 2008). This study showed that 

motives such as “having fun” or 

“being entertained” correlate negati-

vely with sustainable behaviour in a 

holiday context.

From the fourth group, with a 

very small share of budget travellers 

of under ten percent, “study tours” 

and “cultural holidays” are worth clo-

ser examination. Both these types of 

holidays are very small in volume 

while, at the same time, expenditures 

are well above average. Sustainability 

aspects are of particular interest to 

travellers on these tours, above all the 

social aspects. As regards the sustain-

ability indicators, tourists on study 

trips or cultural holidays fall more or 

less into the same category as nature 

tourists. This is confirmed by another 

analysis which shows that ecotou-

rists4 and cultural tourists on the one 

hand often display very similar socio-

demographic characteristics and, on 

the other hand, similar attitudes to 

the environment and to sustainabili-

ty (cf. Fennell 2014: 51f). 

Summary

All in all the analyses show that bud-

get travellers have a slightly lower af-

finity for sustainable tourism. An ex-

amination of the different types of 

holidays on the one hand confirms 

this basic pattern, but on the other 

hand shows clear deviations. “Study 

trips” for example (with a low percen-

tage of budget travellers and high af-

finity for sustainability) or “family ho-

lidays” (with a high percentage of 

budget travellers and low affinity for 

sustainability) clearly conform to the 

pattern. “Nature tourists” on the other 

hand have a very close affinity for sus-

tainability but at the same time spend 

very little on their holiday trip. With 

the “fun/party” tourists, it is the other 

way round. The analyses therefore 

show that price-consciousness and 

low spending do not necessary have 

to correlate with low affinity for sus-

tainability, but that other factors such 

as the type of holiday and the motives 

behind it must also be used as variab-

4    Ecotourism may, in simple terms, be described as 
the sustainable form of nature-based tourism (cf. 
Anegger et al. 2010, p. 920)

les in order to explain and measure 

the sustainability preferences of bud-

get travellers.

The findings also show that inte-

resting implications can be derived 

by means of the sustainable yield 

approach. For example, due to the 

high percentage of domestic trips less 

high-cost, nature-based tourism can 

on the one hand generate added 

value in rural areas with poor infra-

structure. On the other hand it offers 

the potential, from the supply side, to 

design such holidays in a more sus-

tainable way as the customer groups 

have an affinity for sustainability. 

Moreover, the external costs of such 

a holiday, for example as a result of 

C02 emissions, are lower than in the 

case of a more expensive long-distan-

ce trip than uses a plane as means of 

transport. This last point, which was 

not the subject of the analysis, would 

need to be examined in more detail 

in further research projects.
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“Low Cost” demands “High Brain”
Marketing for budget-conscious travellers demands “visibility”

Ulrich Pfaffenberger

A long pleasure cruise to the three ar-

chipelagos the Azores, Madeira and the 

Canary Islands on the excellent stea-

mer “The Traveller”. Apart from the fa-

res, there will be no extra costs 

whatsoever for the esteemed travellers 

– porters and carriages for excursions 

– accommodation only in first-class ho-

tels… wanted: a guide proficient in the 

local language(s)…

This was how the rival travel agen-

cy Baker tried to attract bookings in 

the novel “L’Agence Thompson and 

Co.”, forcing Thompson to act and un-

dercut the price. This triggers a race to 

the bottom. In the end the tour guide, 

an unemployed language teacher hi-

red as “professor”, muddles his way 

through with the group, organizing 

their itinerary, accommodation and 

programme as he thinks fit and as the 

kitty permits. In the course of the sto-

ry the steamer runs out of steam, the 

travellers huddled together in lifebo-

ats watch it go under, are stranded on 

an island under quarantine and as 

they try to flee are abducted to Tim-

buctoo before it all ends with the 

crooked organizer appearing in court, 

but escaping sentence as he pleads in-

solvency. 

This eternally young story is 110 

years old. Although often attributed 

to the father Jules Verne, it was actu-

ally written by his son Michel Verne. 

Science fiction in a familiar tradition 

therefore, but written in a heart-war-

ming and farsighted way long before 

there was any mass tourism or 

low-budget travel. Even the descripti-

on of the constantly complaining tra-

vellers noting down every poor ser-

vice performance anticipates later re-

ality with breath-taking precision. 

And between the lines the bright 

neon lights flash out the message: 

“On the lookout for a cheap deal? No 

problem!”

“On the lookout for a cheap deal 

– no problem” was not only the cry in 

1907. In the wake of the advertising 

slogan “Geiz ist geil” (stinginess is 

cool) which is still firmly embedded 

in the German consumer’s brain, this 

attitude manifests itself today more 

strongly than ever. Above all in the 

airline industry where the low-cost 

carriers (LCCs) continue to boom and, 

with their bargain prices, not only en-

tice customers away from the estab-

lished providers but also generate 

new categories of customers – na-

mely those who before, for budget 

reasons, had to do without certain 

forms of travelling or only used them 

very seldom. Operators in the still 

young long-distance bus industry 

also had this target group in their si-

ghts from the beginning. Low-cost 

Anything but 
cheap: in their 
interior the 
low-cost hotels 
deliberately fly the 
design flag, thus 
creating first of all 
“visibility” for their 
guests and, 
secondly, a lounge 
atmosphere. The 
photos above show 
(seen clockwise and 
beginning top left) 
the Motel One 
lounge in 
Berlin-Tiergarten, 
armchair in the 
lounge of the 
prizotel Ham-
burg-City, the 
signature egg chair 
of Motel One and 
the bar in the 
prizeotel 
Hannover-City.

 Motel One (2), 
Prizeotel (2)
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travellers (LCTs) now account for a si-

zeable proportion of the market and 

deserve (and expect) to be offered 

customized products.

Whereas, however, in the early ye-

ars the price, as the argument with 

the greatest appeal, was enough to ac-

quire customers, the situation has 

now changed. In a competitive en-

vironment where everyone offers 

more or less the same low prices, ope-

rators have to come up with other 

good arguments if they want to crea-

te a distinctive image for themselves 

and bind customers long-term so that 

these customers become a calculable 

factor. 

Representatives of diverse low-

cost hotel groups made this change in 

approach in their market clear to the 

participants at the “Touristic Round” 

– a forum where tourism experts, PR 

specialists and travel journalists regu-

larly meet to exchange information 

and ideas. For some time now, price 

has played only a subordinate role in 

this market although, with a market 

share of 10 percent, this segment still 

has the greatest growth potential of 

all European tourism core markets. 

GS-Star managing director Michael 

Telephones in hotel 
rooms only cost the 
hoteliers money 
and do not increase 
turnover. The guest 
brings his own 
device and parks it 
underneath the 
designer lamp.

 Prizeotel

English version of 
this article available  
for iOS and Android.
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Bungardt (Super 8 Hotels), Eike Kraft 

of Accor Hotels, Ursula Schelle-Mül-

ler, Chief Marketing Officer of Motel 

One, Marco Nussbaum, founder and 

CEO of prizeotels, and Johannes Eckel-

mann, founder and partner of Cocoon 

Hotel Group all agreed that their mar-

keting has to focus on providing an 

“exceptional experience” for their 

guests.

What is driving this change? Th-

rough review sites on the internet as 

well as the service pages of the provi-

ders themselves, customers have a 

voice that is heard far and wide, a 

voice that other customers largely 

trust and which influences their deci-

sion to buy. When prices are compa-

rable, it is the individual experiences 

of other travellers that provide the 

decisive arguments for buying, espe-

cially for price-conscious online fans. 

A development that is not limited to 

tourism but which through it first 

became a popular habit and secondly, 

because “holidays” are something 

very emotional, has a particularly 

strong effect in this field. Leisure is 

not just any old consumer good, even 

if it does not cost much.

The low-cost hotels have therefo-

re long since adapted their strategies. 

“The products are becoming more 

and more similar. We achieve market 

effect through visibility,” Accor’s Eike 

Kraft explains. We are not talking 

here about logos, whose prime pur-

pose is to remind customers of past 

experiences, but about special fur-

nishings such as the turquoise colou-

red egg chair in the lobby, the Alessi 

lamp in the bedroom or the high-qua-

lity fittings in the bathroom, which 

for example “Motel One” used from 

the very beginning to distance itself 

from the plastic charm of the early 

years in the low-cost segment. On the 

other hand, hoteliers such as Schel-

le-Müller are abandoning the classi-

cal star rating system: “What do we 

need two wastepaper baskets for?” is 

the response of the ruler over 14,600 

hotel rooms to antique quality crite-

ria. Because she at the same time 

claims “reliability” as an important 

criterion for binding customers, Mo-

tel One does without dynamic pri-

ibis styles address 
guests on a “social 
media” level 
(above), at prizotel 
designer Karim 
Rashid has done 
away with old 
forms, throwing out 
the wardrobe at the 
same time.

 ibis, prizeotel
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cing and only raises its prices openly 

during trade fairs. 

The common denominator in the 

low-cost hotel business is catering to 

the new community spirit of genera-

tion Y & Co. – by strengthening the 

lobby as a communication space ins-

tead of the hotel room as a place of 

retreat. The free WLAN service and de-

pendable supply of food and drinks 

there make out of former waiting 

rooms places where you can interact 

and experience things. This is model-

led on American universities, as Mar-

co Nussbaum says. “We want to offer 

less library and more café” is how he 

translates the principle behind mar-

keting that the customer can actually 

experience. There needs to be “more 

atmosphere” in the function rooms. 

There is so much pressure in the mar-

ket that service providers have “to 

keep coming up with new ideas” if 

they want to gain new access to the 

realities of their customers’ lives. At 

the same time however, targeted pro-

motion drives are also required, such 

as the installation of original toilet 

mirrors followed by animation to 

post on Instagram. Pure viral marke-

ting, quality ideas at a calculable price 

– low-cost marketing (LCM) in perfec-

tion.

And what about other touristic 

market segments? On the tourist as-

sociation level – whether the associa-

tion represents a city, a council or a 

district – the possibilities to reach 

LCTs are indeed, due to the system, li-

mited. As these organizations always 

have to represent the whole spectrum 

of market participants, it is difficult to 

treat everyone equally and at the 

same time concentrate on marketing 

low-cost products. At the same time 

there is always the danger that focus-

sing on “low budget” will damage or 

devalue the whole brand.

Nevertheless, there are on this le-

vel intelligent, because subliminal, 

options to send relevant signals on 

the market. Reports such as “A wee-

kend in Paris on 50 euros” in approp-

riate TV formats, or “100 free things 

to do in San Diego” send the message 

to the market that “You can have a fun 

holiday here without almost ruining 

yourself financially” and without the 

entire destination immediately lo-

sing its image. The other nice thing 

about such strategies in this context 

is the online effect: the selfie taken in 

front of the Eifel Tower or a deep bre-

ath of Pacific air satisfies so much lon-

ging in travellers that they don’t get 

the feeling they have missed out on 

anything really important. 

In the press kits that travel jour-

nalists are given, the document with 

the freebies has for years been part of 

the standard repertoire of many des-

tinations, especially in the Eng-

lish-speaking countries. The more 

successful of these destinations tar-

get individual groups of budget-ori-

entated travellers: families with chil-

dren, or singles, backpackers or Inter-

rail travellers, sports lovers or nature 

lovers. For the segmentation accor-

ding to wishes, preferences and op-

portunities has long since broken up 

this clientele into numerous small 

groups who either want to be addres-

sed as an identifiable group or not at 

all. The selection options that for ex-

ample some review sites offer here 

are only the end of the line.

Effective targeting will have to be 

done in a much more differentiated 

way. The increasing number of blogs 

and portals may save suppliers from 

[having to] to set up their own com-

munication infrastructures, but lands 

them with a lot of work operating the 

diverse outlets (including the neces-

sary planning, calculations and cont-

rolling). The logical conclusion is that 

it would be much too expensive to ad-

dress low-cost travellers through the 

same channels and with the same 

means as their counterparts, the re-

gular-cost travellers and the high-cost 

travellers. 

So the message is obvious: an 

“exceptional experience” needs 

“exceptional ideas” – especially in 

marketing. The original beats the clo-

ne. And that’s no surprise.

Ulrich Pfaffenberger (54) works for 

various media, digital and analogue, 

as a travel and business journalist. He 

has been observing the development 

of the online scene and its effects on 

the market behaviour of companies 

and consumers since the system mes-

sage “Online” appeared in Bildschirm-

text (Btx) in Zeile 24 more than 30 ye-

ars ago.   

The destination is the aim, not 
the journey there: low-cost 
carriers don’t sell lifestyle on 
board, but after the guests 
arrive. Tourism associations 
lure customers with unusual 
and often free attractions: from 
Phoenix with MTB to the 
Superstition Mountains, or 
rowing like a world champion 
on Lake Constance.

 Pfaffenberger (2), Arizona 
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